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Abstract— WhatsNew Open Source Social Network is a
social networking platform that facilities the creation and
sharing of information, ideas, career interests, chatting and
many other forms of expression via virtual communities and
networks. It has much functionality which can be useful and
user-friendly to the users. The user can also purchase
premium plan from which he/she can advertise about his/her
product or service. Online communities represent a growing
class of marketplace communities where participants can
provide and exchange information on products, services, or
common interests. In this generation of technology, people
are continuously dependent on Internet and Social
Networking. Influencers are interesting online communities
to create value for the firm and their customer; hence this
product can also be helpful for them to do so. This product
will provide the user a handheld priority to hide the private
chat that they want to do. It will also help in digital marketing.
Social networks, which have almost become part of our daily
lives, have established new communication structures and
behaviours in society. While citizens and businesses have
already extensively used social networks for years,
governments continuously increase their interest in the new
communication technologies. Sites such as Facebook,
Twitter, and LinkedIn provide a mechanism for individuals
to come together based on a variety of factors such as existing
friendships, common interests, or work.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A social network is a service where people chat with other
people. Social Network Service can connect people having
the same interests (like Gaming, Cooking, Animals) and
friends. In some of the Social Networking Sites you can
create profile page with your pictures and other details about
yourself. Social Networking was first proposed in early
development of World Wide Web. There are many Social
Media platform like Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest etc. which
are helping to speed up process of communication. A social
network is used for people to get to know each other more
and creating many new friends. A 2019 survey found that
45% of adults throughout the world uses Social Networking
service. In short Social Networking Sites brings us a new way
of communication and connecting people.
The purpose of implementing these project is that
like facebook we don’t have to pay for promoting
advertisement it is totally free. The main focus is on GUI.

In existing system, there is no free promotions are
available for branding. The users must pay to specific website
and purchase a plan then the user are able to make their
product branding.
In some social media websites there is no option for
hiding a chat.
In existing system, we cannot identify the fake
accounts.
A. Facebook Web Application
In this application features are available i.e.
1) Login/Sign up
2) Validation
3) Post Status/Comments/Photos
4) Group Chat
5) Edit Profile
6) Search for people
7) Security Question
8) Password Recovery
This is a web application project implemented in
PHP. Programming Languages used in this project are
HTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScripts, AJAX. Just like the
“Facebook” we use, this project is almost the same. Here, the
user can post as well as like photos, status, comments. The
user’s timeline is displayed same as the original one. Users
can also join group chat and start chatting with each other,
edit profile which includes: work and education, Location,
Relationships, Date of birth and Contact information. Profile
pictures and cover photo can be changed easily and the
password can also be recovered just like the real one. System
Resolution 1366x768 must be set!
Our website is responsive as the system are there.
The project is same as that Facebook web application but the
GUI is different in our website. In this our project there is also
use the different languages i.e. HTML, CSS, BOOTSTRAP,
PHP etc, we know in Facebook web application the chatting
application is different for the chatting with your friends. So,
our project team is decided to implement this feature in one
website or in one platform. There is no special application to
chatting with your friend so the our website is more
comfortable to user to use this website easily compared to
Facebook web application.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In Existing system of social media website there are common
features that are users can upload their photos, videos and
other users just like, comment and share.
If any user share any post which is uploaded by
someone else, user doesn’t get any notification.
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III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In proposed system of WhatsNew open source social network
users can share their photos, videos and others users can like,
comment, and share their post and there is one option “Add it
to favorite” so users can save their post. If any user want to
share any post then the notification is send to that user who
have posted that post and user will allow then the post is ready
to share.
In proposed system, there is free promotions are
available for branding. In our social media website hide chat
is available for keep a chat personal. In proposed system, we
can identify the fake accounts and make there is a spam
account. There is option to form a community for business
man and others people.
V. CONCLUSION
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WhatsNew Open Source Social Network is a social
networking platform which enhances the current available
social networking platform with respect to multiple
functionality integrated in Social Network.
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn are some
examples of currently available Social Networking Sites.
Social Networks have improved the connection of
people from different ends of countries. This connection
helps people in many ways where they can send and receive
the data easily and can also run the business at online basis.
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